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APPENDIX E TO PART 240—REC-
OMMENDED PROCEDURES FOR CON-
DUCTING SKILL PERFORMANCE 
TESTS 

FRA requires (see § 240.127 and § 240.211) 
that locomotive engineers be given a skill 
performance test prior to certification or re-
certification and establishes certain criteria 
for the conduct of that test. Railroads are 
given discretion concerning the manner in 
which to administer the required testing. 
FRA has afforded railroads this discretion to 
allow individual railroad companies latitude 
to tailor their testing procedures to the spe-
cific operational realities. This appendix 
contains FRA’s recommendations for the ad-
ministration of skill performance testing 
that occurs during operation of an actual 
train. It can be modified to serve in in-
stances where a locomotive simulator is em-
ployed for testing purposes. These rec-
ommended practices, if followed, will ensure 
a more thorough and systematic assessment 
of locomotive engineer performance. 

The Need for a Systematic Approach 

There are numerous criteria that should be 
monitored when a designated supervisor of 
locomotive engineers is observing a person 
to determine whether that individual should 
be certified or recertified as a qualified loco-
motive engineer. The details of those cri-
teria will vary for the different classes of 
service, types of railroads, and terrain over 
which trains are being operated. At a min-
imum, the attention of a designated super-
visor of locomotive engineers should con-
centrate on several general areas during any 
appraisal. Compliance with the railroad’s op-
erating rules, including its safety directives 
and train handling rules, and compliance 
with Federal regulations should be carefully 
monitored. But, in order to effectively evalu-
ate employees, it is necessary to have some-
thing against which to compare their per-
formance. In order to hold a locomotive en-
gineer accountable for compliance, a rail-
road must have adequate operating, safety 
and train handling rules. Any railroad that 
fails to have adequate operating, safety, or 
train handling rules will experience dif-
ficulty in establishing an objective method 
of measuring an individual’s skill level. Any 
railroad that requires the evaluation of an 
individual’s performance relative to its train 
handling rules needs to have established pre-
ferred operating ranges for throttle use, 
brake application, and train speed. The ab-
sence of such criteria results in the lack of a 
meaningful yardstick for the designated su-
pervisor of locomotive engineers to use in 
measuring the performance of locomotive 
engineers. It also is essential to have a defi-
nite standard so that the engineer and any 

reviewing body can know what the certifi-
cation candidate is being measured against. 

Evaluating the performance of certain 
train operation skills will tend to occur in 
all situations. For example, it would be rare 
for a designated supervisor of locomotive en-
gineers to observe any operator for a reason-
able period of time and not have some oppor-
tunity to review that engineer’s compliance 
with some basic safety rules, compliance 
with basic operating rules, and performance 
of a brake test. As the complexity of the op-
eration increases, so does the number of 
items that the operator must comply with. 
Higher speeds, mountainous terrain, and var-
ious signal systems place increased emphasis 
on the need for operator compliance with 
more safety, operating, and train handling 
rules. Accounting for such variables in any 
universal monitoring scheme immediately 
results in a fairly complex system. 

FRA therefore recommends that des-
ignated supervisors of locomotive engineers 
employ a written aid to help record events 
and procedures that as a minimum should be 
observed for when conducting a skills per-
formance test. FRA is providing the fol-
lowing information to assist railroads in de-
veloping such a written aid so as to ensure 
meaningful testing. When conducting a 
skills performance test, a designated super-
visor of locomotive engineers should be alert 
to the following: 
—Does the employee have the necessary 

books (Operating Rules, Safety Rules, 
Timetable, etc.)? 

—Are predeparture inspections properly con-
ducted (Radio, Air Brake Tests, Loco-
motive, etc.)? 

—Does the employee comply with applicable 
safety rules? 

—Does the employee read the bulletins, gen-
eral orders, etc.? 

—Enroute, does the employee: 
—Comply with applicable Federal Rules? 
—Monitor gauges? 
—Properly use the horn, whistle, head-

light? 
—Couple to cars at a safe speed? 
—Properly control in train slack and buff 

forces? 
—Properly use the train braking systems? 
—Comply with speed restrictions? 
—Display familiarity with the physical 

characteristics? 
—Comply with signal indications? 
—Respond properly to unusual conditions? 

—At the conclusion of the trip, does the em-
ployee: 
—Apply a hand brake to the locomotives? 
—Properly report locomotive defects? 

Obviously, the less sophisticated the rail-
road’s operations are, the fewer the number 
of identified practices that would be rel-
evant. Hence, this list should modified ac-
cordingly. 
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The Need for Objectivity, Use of Observation 
Form 

It is essential that railroads conduct the 
performance skills testing in the most objec-
tive manner possible, whether this testing is 
the locomotive engineer’s initial qualifica-
tion testing or periodic retesting. There will 
always be some potential for the subjective 
views, held by the designated supervisor of 
locomotive engineers conducting the testing, 
to enter into evaluations concerning the 
competency of a particular individual to 
handle the position of locomotive engineer. 
Steps can be taken, and need to be taken, to 
minimize the risk that personality factors 
adversely influence the testing procedure. 

One way to reduce the entry of subjective 
matters into the qualification procedures is 
through the use of a document that specifies 
those criteria that the designated supervisor 
of locomotive engineers is to place emphasis 
on. The use of an observation form will re-
duce but not eliminate subjectivity. Any 
skill performance test will contain some 
amount of subjectivity. While compliance 
with the operating rules or the safety rules 
is clear in most cases, with few opportunities 
for deviation, train handling offers many op-
tions with few absolute right answers. The 
fact that an engineer applies the train air 
brakes at one location rather than a few 
yards away does not necessarily indicate a 
failure but a question of judgment. The use 
of dynamic braking versus air brakes at a 
particular location may be a question of 
judgment unless the carrier has previously 
specified the use of a preferred braking 
method. In any case the engineer’s judg-
ment, to apply or not apply a braking sys-
tem at a given location, is subject to the 
opinion of the designated supervisor of loco-
motive engineers. 

A railroad should attempt to reduce or 
eliminate such subjectivity through use of 
some type of observation or evaluation. For 
railroads developing any evaluation form, 
the areas of concern identified earlier will 
not be relevant in all instances. Railroads 
that do not have sophisticated operations 

would only need a short list of subjects. For 
example, most smaller railroads would not 
require line items pertaining to compliance 
with signal rule compliance or the use of dy-
namic brakes. Conversely, in all instances 
the observation forms should include the 
time and location that the observer started 
and ended the observation. FRA believes 
that there should be a minimum duration for 
all performance skills examinations. FRA al-
lows railroads to select a duration appro-
priate for their individual circumstances, re-
quiring only that the period be ‘‘of sufficient 
length to effectively evaluate the person.’’ In 
exercising its discretion FRA suggests that 
the minimums selected by a railroad be stat-
ed in terms of a distance since the examina-
tion has to be of a sufficient duration to ade-
quately monitor the operator’s skills in a va-
riety of situations. FRA also suggests that 
the format for the observation form include 
a space for recording the observer’s com-
ments. Provision for comments ideally 
would allow for the inclusion of ‘‘construc-
tive criticism’’ without altering the import 
of the evaluation and would permit subjec-
tive comments where merited. 

APPENDIX F TO PART 240—MEDICAL 
STANDARDS GUIDELINES 

(1) The purpose of this appendix is to pro-
vide greater guidance on the procedures that 
should be employed in administering the vi-
sion and hearing requirements of §§ 240.121 
and 240,207. 

(2) In determining whether a person has 
the visual acuity that meets or exceeds the 
requirements of this part, the following test-
ing protocols are deemed acceptable testing 
methods for determining whether a person 
has the ability to recognize and distinguish 
among the colors used as signals in the rail-
road industry. The acceptable test methods 
are shown in the left hand column and the 
criteria that should be employed to deter-
mine whether a person has failed the par-
ticular testing protocol are shown in the 
right hand column. 

Accepted tests Failure criteria 

PSEUDOISOCHROMATIC PLATE TESTS 

American Optical Company 1965 ............................................... 5 or more errors on plates 1–15. 
AOC—Hardy-Rand-Ritter plates—second edition ...................... Any error on plates 1–6 (plates 1–4 are for demonstration— 

test plate 1 is actually plate 5 in book) 
Dvorine—Second edition ............................................................. 3 or more errors on plates 1–15 
Ishihara (14 plate) ....................................................................... 2 or more errors on plates 1–11. 
Ishihara (16 plate) ....................................................................... 2 or more errors on plates 1–8. 
Ishihara (24 plate) ....................................................................... 3 or more errors on plates 1–15. 
Ishihara (38 plate) ....................................................................... 4 or more errors on plates 1–21. 
Richmond Plates 1983 ................................................................ 5 or more errors on plates 1–15. 

MULTIFUNCTION VISION TESTER 

Keystone Orthoscope .................................................................. Any error. 
OPTEC 2000 ............................................................................... Any error. 
Titmus Vision Tester .................................................................... Any error. 
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